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Predicting human-driving behavior to help
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The development of driverless vehicles has spurred the
need to predict human driving behavior to facilitate inter-
action between driverless and human-driven vehicles. This
interaction is possible when both driverless and human-
driven vehicles are connected through vehicle-to-vehicle
communication. Predicting human driving movements can
be challenging, and poor prediction models can lead to acci-
dents between the driverless and human-driven vehicles. We
used the vehicle speed obtained from a naturalistic driving
dataset to predict whether a human-driven vehicle would
stop before executing a left turn. To handle the possible
non-linear effects and interactions, we used Bayesian addi-
tive regression trees (BART). However, BART assumes in-
dependent observations, but our dataset consists of multiple
observations clustered by driver. Although methods extend-
ing BART to clustered or longitudinal data are available,
they lack readily available software and can only be ap-
plied to clustered continuous outcomes. We extend BART
to handle correlated binary observations by adding a ran-
dom intercept and used a simulation study to investigate its
properties. We then successfully implemented our proposed
model to our clustered dataset and found substantial im-
provements in prediction performance compared to BART,
BART adjusted for driver level effects, random intercept lin-
ear logistic regression, and linear logistic regression.

Keywords and phrases: Bayesian additive regression
trees, Classification and regression trees, Driverless vehicles,
Hierarchical models, Longitudinal prediction, Transporta-
tion statistics.

1. INTRODUCTION

In transportation statistics, a new area of research
brought about by improvements in artificial intelligence and
engineering is the creation of the autonomous (self-driving)
vehicle. These vehicles have been tested on city streets in
certain locations since 2009. A number of companies have
deployed or announced plans for deployment of such vehicles
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[1, 2, 3]. A major hurdle for self-driving vehicles on public
roads is that these vehicles will have to interact with human-
driven vehicles for the foreseeable future. Human drivers do
not always communicate their plans to other drivers well.
For example, when making a turn, the turn signal is the
only explicit means of communicating plans, and even they
are used with less than perfect reliability. Hence, the ability
to deploy driverless vehicles on a large scale will critically
depend on the development of a good prediction model for
human driving behavior.

Currently, driverless vehicles developed generally use on-
board sensors to gather data from their surrounding envi-
ronment to make driving decisions. We envision in the future
that vehicles (both human driven and driverless) would be
connected such that a driving intent model could first be
evaluated on the human driver’s vehicle and subsequently
“communicated” to the driverless vehicle enabling it to make
a better driving decision. Such vehicle-to-vehicle commu-
nication would become increasingly available as technol-
ogy improves resulting in a connected environment. Under
such a connected environment, developing a good predic-
tion model for human driving behavior would make sense
especially when the driving pattern of a human driven vehi-
cle depends heavily on the unique tendencies of the human
driver.

Building a prediction model that addresses all or most
of the human driving behavior and driving intent is a mas-
sive and complex task. To keep this paper concise, we focus
on the the development of a prediction model for a single
driving behavior: whether a human driver would stop at an
intersection before executing a left turn. We are particu-
larly interested in left turn stops, because in countries with
right-side driving (for example, the US), left turn crashes
can result in severe passenger-side impacts. Since left turn
maneuvers already present a challenge for human drivers, we
expect this maneuver to present difficulty for the driverless
vehicle. Placing this prediction scenario in the context of a
connected environment, the driverless vehicle will be eval-
uating data from the human-driven vehicle, supplied from
an adapted version of existing “black-box” technology that
would broadcast speed and location information to driver-
less vehicles. The connected driverless vehicle would then
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combine this transmitted information together with the data
it has gathered from its surrounding environment to make
a driving decision.

To develop such a prediction model, we used a naturalistic
driving study, the Integrated Vehicle Based Safety System
(IVBSS) study [4]. Naturalistic driving studies (including
the IVBSS) involve the collection of driving data from vehi-
cles as they are piloted on actual roads. These driving data
are collected by a data acquisition system (DAS) installed
on a study subject’s vehicle or a research vehicle. Typical
data collected include vehicle speed, brake application, and
miles traveled.

Prediction models in statistics typically rely on regression
models that require estimation of covariate main effects and
interactions, and, when predictors are continuous or on a
fine ordinal scale, assessment of non-linearities. In the set-
tings where understanding associations or, under appropri-
ate assumptions, causal mechanism between predictors and
outcomes are of interest, approximations for non-linearities
and averaging over interactions might be used to develop
summaries to ease interpretation. In prediction, since ob-
taining the most accurate forecast is the goal, estimating
highly complex non-linearities, including the interactions, is
at a premium, as long as these non-linearities are true sig-
nals and not noise.

Perhaps the most common method for modeling non-
linearity is to use a polynomial transformation for a co-
variate, usually centered at the mean to reduce correlation.
More sophisticated approaches use penalized splines or ad-
ditive models that only require assumptions of smoothness
(existence of derivatives) to obtain consistent estimates of
a non-linear trend [5, 6]. Modeling of non-linear interac-
tions between two or more predictors using thin-plate splines
[7] can quickly become difficult, suffering from the “curse
of dimensionality”, as the data required to estimate high-
dimensional surfaces become enormous. In the binary out-
comes setting, methods such as classification and regression
trees [CART; 8] as well as more sophisticated machine learn-
ing techniques such as artificial neural networks [ANN; 9]
and support vector machines [SVM; 10] are commonly used.
Although CART is able to model complex interactions nat-
urally, it faces difficulty when modeling non-linear interac-
tions. In contrast, ANN and SVM excel at modeling non-
linearities but may face difficulties when modeling complex
interactions.

Because our goal is prediction, we prefer regression meth-
ods that are able to account for non-linear main and
multiple-way interaction effects. Bayesian additive regres-
sion trees [BART; 11] is one such model which allows flexible
estiamtion of non-linear main and multiple-way interaction
effects without much input from the researcher. Hence, we
employed BART to predict whether a human-driven vehicle
would stop before executing a left turn at an intersection.
However, BART was designed for independent subjects, but
we would like to evaluate the tendencies of each driver and

decide whether including their tendency would improve the
prediction of whether a human-driven vehicle would stop be-
fore executing a left turn. We are aware of two papers that
extended BART to handle longitudinal or clustered observa-
tions: [12] used a spatial random intercept BART to merge
two datasets, and [13] did so in a dose-finding toxicity study.
[12] developed an imputation model for a statistical match-
ing problem [14] that used BART with a conditional auto-
regressive distribution for the random intercept. Since the
correlation our dataset was induced by repeated measure-
ments and not spatial effects, the distribution [12] placed
on the random intercept may not be appropriate. Moreover,
they did not discuss how their model could be extended
to clustered binary outcomes. [13] investigated the associa-
tions between the physico-chemical properties of nanopar-
ticles and their toxicity profiles over multiple doses. The
complex nature of their goal prompted them to first specify
an autoregressive covariance matrix with truncated support
on [0, 1] to handle the correlated measurements, and then
they specified a conditionally conjugate P-spline prior for
the terminal nodes of the regression trees. The complexity
of their method makes implementation to our dataset diffi-
cult since our outcomes are binary. Neither papers provided
convenient software for implementing their methods.

Motivated by the lack of an appropriate and straight-
forward method to implement BART to handle clustered
binary outcomes, we propose an extension of BART to ac-
count for longitudinal binary observations. Our proposed
method accounts for clustering by adding a random inter-
cept to BART and we call this random intercept BART
(riBART). We proceed by first providing a review of BART
in the next section followed by a discussion of how we ex-
tended BART to riBART in Section 3. In Section 4, we use
a simulation study to compare the performance of riBART
against BART, fixed effects BART, and linear regression
models when applied to clustered datasets. We implement
riBART on our dataset and compare its prediction perfor-
mance with BART, fixed effects BART, random intercept
linear logistic regression, and multiple linear logistic regres-
sion in Section 5. Finally, we conclude with a discussion and
possible future work in Section 6.

2. BAYESIAN ADDITIVE REGRESSION
TREES

2.1 Continuous outcomes

Denote a continuous outcome Yk with associated p co-
variates Xk = (Xk1, . . . , Xkp)

T for k = 1, . . . , n subjects.
BART models the outcome as

(1) Yk =

m∑
j=1

g(Xk, Tj ,Mj) + εk εk
i.i.d.∼ N(0, σ2)

where Tj is the jth binary tree structure and Mj =
(μ1j , . . . , μbjj)

T is the set of bj terminal node parameters
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associated with tree structure Tj [11]. g(Xk, Tj ,Mj) can be
viewed as the jth function that assigns the mean μij to the
kth outcome, Yk. Typically, the number of trees m is fixed
and no prior distribution is placed on m. [11] suggested set-
ting m = 200 as this performs well in many situations. Al-
ternatively, cross-validation could be used to determine m
[11].

The joint prior distribution for Eq. (1) is
P [(T1,M1), . . . , (Tm,Mm), σ]. Note that by the inde-
pendence of εk and (Tj ,Mj) as well as the independence
between allm tree structures and terminal node parameters,
the joint prior distribution P [(T1,M1), . . . , (Tm,Mm), σ]
can be decomposed as

P [(T1,M1), . . . , (Tm,Mm), σ] = [

m∏
j=1

P (Tj ,Mj)]P (σ)

= [
m∏
j=1

P (Mj |Tj)P (Tj)]P (σ)

= [

m∏
j=1

{
bj∏
i=1

P (μij |Tj)}P (Tj)]

× P (σ).

where i = 1, . . . , bj indexes the terminal node parameters
in tree j. This implies that we need to assign priors to Tj ,
μij |Tj , and σ in order to obtain the posterior distributions
of Tj , μij , and σ. [11] suggested the following prior distri-
butions on μij |Tj and σ:

μij |Tj ∼ N(μμ, σ
2
μ),

σ2 ∼ IG(
ν

2
,
νλ

2
),

where IG(α, β) is the inverse gamma distribution with shape
parameter α and rate parameter β. The prior distribution
of P (Tj) can be specified using three aspects: (i) the proba-
bility that a node at depth d = 0, 1, 2, . . . is an internal node
given by α(1+ d)−β where α ∈ (0, 1) and β ∈ [0,∞) so that
α controls how likely a terminal node in the tree would split,
with a smaller α implying lesser likelihood a terminal node
would split, and β controls the number of terminal nodes,
and a larger β decreasing the number of terminal nodes;
(ii) the distribution used to choose which covariate to be
selected for the decision rule in an internal node; and (iii)
the distribution for the value of the selected covariate for the
decision rule in an internal node. [11] suggests a discrete uni-
form distribution for the available covariates and values in
both (ii) and (iii) respectively, although other more flexible
distributions could be used [15].

In [11], α = 0.95 and β = 2. For μμ and σμ, they
are set such that N(mμμ,mσ2

μ) assigns high probability
to the interval (min

k
(Yk),max

k
(Yk)). This can be achieved

by defining v such that min
k

(Yk) = mμμ − v
√
mσμ and

max
k

(Yk) = mμμ + v
√
mσμ. For convenience when imple-

menting the posterior draws of Tj and μij , [11] suggested

transforming the observed Yk to Ỹk =
Yk−

min
k

(Yk)+max
k

(Yk)

2

max
k

(Yk)−min
k

(Yk)
,

and then treating Ỹk as the outcome. This has the effect of
allowing the hyperparameter of μμ to be set as μμ = 0 and
σμ to be set as σμ = 0.5

v
√
m

where v is to be chosen. For v = 2,

N(mμμ,mσ2
μ) assigns a prior probability of 0.95 to the in-

terval (min
k

(Y ),max
k

(Y )) and is the suggested value. Finally,

for ν and λ, [11] suggested setting ν = 3 and λ is the value
such that P (σ2 < s2; ν, λ) = 0.9 where s2 is the estimated
variance of the residuals from the multiple linear regression
with Yk as the outcomes and Xk as the covariates.

This setup induces the posterior distribution
P [(T1,M1), . . . , (Tm,Mm), σ|Yk] which can be simpli-
fied to two major posterior draws using Gibbs sampling.
First, draw m successive

(2) P [(Tj ,Mj)|T(j),M(j), Yk, σ]

for j = 1, . . . ,m, where T(j) and M(j) consist of all
the tree structures and terminal nodes except for the
jth tree structure and terminal node; and then, draw
P [σ|(T1,M1), . . . , (Tm,Mm), Yk].

To obtain a draw from Eq. (2), note that this distribution
depends on (T(j),M(j), Yk, σ) through

(3) Rkj = Yk −
∑
w �=j

g(Xk, Tw,Mw),

the residuals of them−1 regression sum of trees fit excluding
the jth tree. Thus, Eq. (2) is equivalent to the posterior draw
from a single regression tree Rkj = g(Xk, Tj ,Mj) + εk or

(4) P [(Tj ,Mj)|Rkj , σ].

We can obtain a draw from Eq. (4) by first drawing
from P (Tj |Rkj , σ) using a Metropolis-Hastings (MH) al-
gorithm outlined in [16]. A new tree T ∗

j can be proposed
given the previous tree Tj by four steps: (i) grow, where
a terminal node is split into two new child nodes; (ii)
prune, where two terminal child nodes immediately un-
der the same non-terminal node is combined together such
that their parent non-terminal node becomes a terminal
node; (iii) swap, where the splitting criteria of two non-
terminal nodes are swapped; (iv) change, where the split-
ting criteria of a single non-terminal node is changed. Once
we draw P (Tj |Rkj , σ), we then draw P (μij |Tj , Rkj , σ) ∼
N(

σ2
μ

∑ni
i rij+σ2μμ

niσ2
μ+σ2 ,

σ2σ2
μ

niσ2
μ+σ2 ), where rij is the subset of el-

ements in Rkj allocated to the terminal node with pa-
rameter μij and ni is the number of rijs in Rkj allo-
cated to μij . Note that μμ = 0 after transformation. Com-
plete details for the derivation of P (μij |Tj , Rkj , σ) and
P [σ|(T1,M1), . . . , (Tm,Mm), Yk] are provided in the supple-
mentary materials available online. Explicit MH algorithm
details for Eq. (4) can be found in Appendix A of [15].
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2.2 Binary outcomes

Extending BART to binary outcomes involve a modifica-
tion of Eq. (1). First, let

(5) G(Xk) =

m∑
j=1

g(Xk, Tj ,Mj).

Using the probit formulation, the binary outcomes Yk can
be linked to Eq. (5) using P (Yk = 1|Xk) = Φ[G(Xk)] where
Φ[.] is the cumulative density function of a standard nor-
mal distribution. This formulation implicitly assumes that
σ ≡ 1. Assuming once again that all m tree structures and
terminal node parameters are independent, this implies that
we only need priors for Tj and μij |Tj . [11] assumes that pri-
ors for Tj and μij as well as the hyperparameters for α and
β are the same as BART for continuous outcomes. However,
for the hyperparameters of μμ and σμ, [11] suggested that μμ

and σμ should be chosen such that G(Xk) is assigned to the
interval (−3, 3) with high probability. This can be achieved
by setting μμ = 0 and choosing an appropriate v in the for-
mula σμ = 3

v
√
m
. Similar to the continuous outcome case,

[11] suggested v = 2.

To draw from the posterior distribution
P [(T1,M1), . . . , (Tm,Mm)|Yk], [11] proposed the use
of data augmentation [17, 18]. This method proceeds by
first generating a latent variable Zk according to

(Zk|Yk = 1,Xk) ∼ N(0,∞)(G(Xk), 1)

(Zk|Yk = 0,Xk) ∼ N(−∞,0)(G(Xk), 1),

where N(a,b)(μ, σ
2) is the truncated normal distribution

with mean μ and variance σ2 truncated to the range
(a, b). Once Zk is drawn, P [(T1,M1), . . . , (Tm,Mm)|Zk]
is drawn next as in Eq. (2) to Eq. (4) with the la-
tent variables Zk replacing Yk in Eq. (2) and σ fixed
at 1. Note that at each iteration, G(Xk) will be up-
dated with the new (T1,M1), . . . , (Tm,Mm) draws from
P [(T1,M1), . . . , (Tm,Mm)|Zk] so that an updated draw of
the latent variable Zk can be obtained.

3. RANDOM INTERCEPT BART

3.1 Continuous outcomes

We now extend BART to account for repeated measure-
ments. We start with the clustered continuous outcomes. We
introduce to Eq. (1) a random intercept ak, k = 1, . . . ,K.
Here, k still indexes the subjects but i = 1, . . . , nk indexes
the observations within a subject. With the addition of ak,
Eq. (1) becomes

(6) Yik =

m∑
j=1

g(Xik, Tj ,Mj) + ak + εik,

where εik
i.i.d.∼ N(0, σ2), ak

i.i.d.∼ N(0, τ2), and ak⊥εik. We
decompose the joint prior distribution (assuming σ2 and τ2

are a priori independent) as

P [(T1,M1), . . . , (Tm,Mm), σ, τ ] = [

m∏
j=1

{
bj∏
l=1

P (μlj |Tj)}P (Tj)]

× P (σ)P (τ).

Next, we place the same prior distributions as the indepen-
dent BART model for Tj , μlj |Tj (this is μij for the inde-
pendent BART model), and σ2. The prior distribution of
τ2 could be set as ∼ IG(1, 1) although other specifications
are definitely possible. We explore some alternatives in our
supplementary materials available online. We use the same
hyperparameter values for α, β, μμ, and ν that [11] sug-
gested for the independent BART model. For σμ, we found
that σμ = 1.96

v
√
m

worked better for reasons we shall discuss

later in this section. For λ, we first estimated the outcomes
Yik using multivariate adaptive regression splines [MARS;
19] with Xk as the predictors. We then estimated an initial

random intercept, â
(0)
k , by taking the mean of the MARS

residuals for each k. Finally, we obtained an initial esti-

mate of σ2 using s(0)2 =
∑K

k=1

∑nk
i=1(Yik−Ŷ

(0)
ik −â

(0)
k )2

N−N(1−
√

RSS
GCV ×N )

, where

N =
∑K

k=1 nk, RSS and GCV are the residual sum of
squares and generalized cross-validation value from MARS

respectively, and N(1 −
√

RSS
GCV×N ) is the effective number

of parameters in MARS. Then λ can be set as the value
such that P (σ2 < s(0)2; ν, λ) = 0.9. We call this model the
random intercept BART (riBART).

To draw from the posterior distribution of riBART,
we employ a Metropolis within Gibbs procedure. We first
draw the Gibbs sample of σ, τ , and ak separately from
their respective posterior distribution. Then, using the up-
dated ak, we obtain Ỹik = Yik − ak. Now Ỹik|Xk can be
viewed as a BART model. The idea of viewing Ỹik|Xk as
a BART model has been discussed in [12] and [20]. To al-
low for convenient implementation of the posterior draws
of Tj and μlj |Tj , we transform the outcomes Ỹik to Y̌ik =

(2×1.96)[Ỹik−
min
i,k

(Ỹik)+max
i,k

(Ỹik)

2 ]

max
i,k

(Ỹik)−min
i,k

(Ỹik)
. This transformation produced

posterior draws for σ and τ with better repeated sampling
properties across the range of our simulation studies com-
pared to the usual transformation employed in BART, and
suggests setting σμ = 1.96

2
√
m

so that (min
i,k

(Ỹik),max
i,k

(Ỹik)) has

a prior probability of 0.95. We suspect this transformation
produces better repeated sampling properties for the poste-
rior draws of σ and τ because it controls the range of values
Y̌ik would vary in. Further investigation beyond the scope
of this paper is needed in order to determine why this is the
case. After obtaining Y̌ik, we use Y̌ik as the outcome in the
BART algorithm to obtain the posterior distribution of Tj .
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In our implementation, we employed the grow and prune
steps for the proposal of a new tree T ∗

j for computational
ease. Given Tj , we then draw μlj . Derivation of the Gibbs
sampling distributions of σ, ak, and τ are provided in the
supplementary materials available online.

3.2 Binary outcomes

Extending riBART to binary outcomes proceed in a sim-
ilar fashion. We add ak to Eq. (5) to obtain

(7) Ga(Xik) =
m∑
j=1

g(Xik, Tj ,Mj) + ak.

We once again assume ak ∼ N(0, τ2). To link the sum of
trees to the binary outcomes Yik, we use the probit link
and write P (Yik = 1|Xik) = Φ[Ga(Xik)]. We suggest prior
distributions similar to the continuous outcomes riBART
for Tj , μlj , and τ2. The same hyperparameters in BART for
binary outcome can be used for α, β, μμ, and σμ. To obtain
the posterior draws of Tj , Mj , ak, and τ2, we employ the
data augmentation method suggested by [21]. First, we draw
a latent variable Zik according to

(Zik|Yik = 1,Xik) ∼ N(0,∞)(Ga(Xik), 1)

(Zik|Yik = 0,Xik) ∼ N(−∞,0)(Ga(Xik), 1).

We then draw τ followed by ak. Next, we remove ak from
Zik to obtain Z̃ik = Zik − ak. Z̃ik|Xik can now be viewed
as a continuous BART model and the usual BART al-
gorithm can be applied with σ fixed at 1. In our imple-
mentation, we employed a further transformation of Z̃ik

to Žik =
6[Z̃ik−

min
i,k

(Z̃ik)+max
i,k

(Z̃ik)

2 ]

max
i,k

(Z̃ik)−min
i,k

(Z̃ik)
. This keeps Žik within the

range of (−3, 3), which we found produces posterior draws
for τ with better repeated sampling properties across the
range of our simulation studies. The posterior draw is then
completed by updating Zik using the most recent posterior
draws of (T1,M1), . . . , (Tm,Mm), and ak.

4. SIMULATION STUDY

We conducted a simulation study to determine the in-
sample performance of riBART compared to three alter-
native methods on a longitudinal dataset with correlated
outcomes. The methods we considered were: (I) BART, (II)
riBART, (III) fixed effects BART where variables indicating
which row belonged to which subject was added as a pre-
dictor in BART, and (IV) multiple linear regression (MLR)
for continuous outcomes or multiple linear logistic regression
(MLLR) for binary outcomes. We focused on the prediction
performance of the models by using the mean squared er-
ror (MSE; continuous) and area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUC; binary) produced by each model.

In addition, we investigated the bias, root mean squared er-
ror (RMSE), 95% coverage, and average 95% credible inter-
val length (AIL) of

∑m
j=1 g(Xik, Tj ,Mj)+ak abbreviated as

g(x) + ak and σ (for continuous correlated outcomes only).
We generated our correlated outcomes dataset by first

drawing the predictors using Xikq
i.i.d.∼ Uniform(0, 1), q =

1, . . . , 10. For continuous outcomes, we generated

Yik = 10 sin(πXik1Xik2) + 20(Xik3 − 0.5)2 + 10Xik4(8)

+ 5Xik5 + ak + εik

where εik
i.i.d.∼ N(0, σ2), ak

i.i.d.∼ N(0, τ2), and ak⊥εik. For
binary outcomes, we first generated

Ga(Xik) = 1.35[sin(πXik1Xik2) + 2(Xik3 − 0.5)2](9)

− 1.35Xik4 − 0.675Xik5 + ak

where ak
i.i.d.∼ N(0, τ2). Then, we generated the binary out-

comes Yik by drawing Zik ∼ N(Ga(Xik), 1) and setting
Yik = 1 if Zik > 0, otherwise Yik = 0. Eq. (8) and Eq. (9)
suggest that only the first 5 predictors were important for
prediction. The rest of the predictors were “junk” variables.

For the study design, we considered K = 50 clusters with
nk = 5 observations per cluster and K = 100 clusters with
nk = 20 observations per cluster. We also considered τ = 0.5
and τ = 1. This produces eight different simulation scenar-
ios summarized in Tables 1 and 2. For each simulation, we
conducted 1,000 burn ins followed by 5,000 posterior draws.
Bias, RMSE, 95% coverage, AIL, MSE, and AUC were esti-
mated from 200 simulations for each scenario. All our sim-
ulations were done in R 3.1.1 [22].

Figure 1 shows the boxplots of the MSEs for scenarios 1 to
4 while Figure 2 shows the boxplots of the AUCs produced
for scenarios 5 to 8. For Figure 1, because the boxplots of
the MSE for MLR were much larger compared to the rest
of the methods, these boxplots were not presented in the
manuscript. Interested readers may refer to our supplemen-
tary materials available online for the graphs including MLR
results. For continuous correlated outcomes, riBART pro-
duces a clear advantage compared to BART and fixed effects
BART when K = 100, nk = 20, and τ = 1. In other sim-
ulation scenarios, riBART does not seem to produce lower
MSEs compared to BART and fixed effects BART. For bi-
nary correlated outcomes, the advantage of BART in terms
of producing a better AUC is more apparent. We observed
from Figure 2 that riBART produces the higher AUC com-
pared to BART, fixed effects BART, and MLLR in all our
simulation scenarios. This suggests that for continuous cor-
related outcomes, riBART may not yield an obvious pre-
diction advantage except when the values of K, nk, and τ
are large. However, for binary correlated outcomes, riBART
would produce an obvious prediction advantage regardless
of K, nk, and τ .

In terms of the inference for the parameters∑m
j=1 g(Xik, Tj ,Mj) + ak and σ, Table 1 suggests that for
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Figure 1. Boxplots of mean squared error (MSE) for continuous correlated outcomes produced by BART, Fixed effects BART,
and riBART.

continuous correlated outcomes, the bias and RMSE for all
methods would be similar under all scenarios for g(x) + ak.
However, the coverage for riBART would be closer to the
nominal coverage of 95% under all scenarios. For σ, the bias
produced by riBART was usually the smallest and coverage
was usually the highest. These results suggest that riBART
should be employed for continuous correlated outcomes if
inference for

∑m
j=1 g(Xik, Tj ,Mj)+ak or σ are desired. For

binary correlated outcomes, the main focus of our paper,
Table 2 suggests that riBART usually has the smallest bias
compared with BART, fixed effects BART, and MLLR
under all simulation scenarios. riBART also has the better
coverage in our simulation scenario compared to the rest
of the methods we considered. These results together with
the AUC results from Figure 2 suggest that for binary
correlated outcomes, riBART should be employed.
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Figure 2. Boxplots of area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) for binary correlated outcomes produced by
BART, Fixed effects BART, MLR, and riBART.

5. PREDICTING DRIVER STOP BEFORE
LEFT TURN EXECUTION

Given the success of riBART in our simulation sce-
narios, especially for possibly correlated binary outcomes,
we now turn to investigate whether this superior per-
formance produced by riBART would propagate to our
dataset.

5.1 Integrated vehicle-based safety systems
(IVBSS) study

The dataset we used to develop our prediction model was
obtained from the Integrated Vehicle Based Safety System
(IVBSS) study conducted by [4]. This study collected nat-
uralistic driving data from 108 licensed drivers in Michigan
between April 2009 and April 2010. In the study, 16 late-
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Table 1. Simulation results for continuous correlated outcomes. Bias and coverage of
∑m

j=1 g(Xk, Tj ,Mj) + ak (g(x) + ak)
and σ for BART, riBART, fixed effects BART, and multiple linear regression (MLR)

Scenario 1: continuous, nk = 5, K = 50, τ = 1, σ = 1

g(x) + ak σ
Bias RMSE Coverage (%) AIL∗ Bias RMSE Coverage (%) AIL

BART < 0.01 0.06 95.05 3.40 0.04 0.14 92.00 0.51
riBART < 0.01 0.06 95.44 3.22 -0.04 0.07 99.50 0.41
Fixed effects BART < 0.01 0.06 94.68 3.18 0.11 0.15 83.00 0.42
MLR < 0.01 0.06 48.72 6.92 3.64 3.64 0.00 0.76

Scenario 2: continuous, nk = 20, K = 100, τ = 1, σ = 1

g(x) + ak σ
Bias RMSE Coverage (%) AIL Bias RMSE Coverage (%) AIL

BART < 0.01 0.02 82.72 2.50 0.32 0.33 0.00 0.10
riBART < 0.01 0.02 92.77 1.81 -0.01 0.02 92.50 0.08
Fixed effects BART < 0.01 0.02 89.57 1.78 0.06 0.06 34.50 0.11
MLR < 0.01 0.02 45.74 6.42 3.69 3.70 0.00 0.27

Scenario 3: continuous, nk = 5, K = 50, τ = 0.5, σ = 1

g(x) + ak σ
Bias RMSE Coverage (%) AIL Bias RMSE Coverage (%) AIL

BART < 0.01 0.06 89.22 2.64 -0.24 0.25 37.50 0.41
riBART < 0.01 0.06 94.80 3.05 -0.09 0.10 96.00 0.37
Fixed effects BART < 0.01 0.06 94.66 3.09 0.07 0.12 90.00 0.40
MLR < 0.01 0.06 49.32 6.91 3.56 3.56 0.00 0.74

Scenario 4: continuous, nk = 20, K = 100, τ = 0.5, σ = 1

g(x) + ak σ
Bias RMSE Coverage (%) AIL Bias RMSE Coverage (%) AIL

BART < 0.01 0.02 91.02 2.04 0.05 0.05 36.00 0.08
riBART < 0.01 0.02 92.69 1.78 -0.01 0.02 91.00 0.08
Fixed effects BART < 0.01 0.02 90.03 1.76 0.05 0.05 45.50 0.11
MLR < 0.01 0.02 46.26 6.42 3.61 3.62 0.00 0.27

*AIL = Average interval length.

model Honda Accords were fitted with cameras, recording
devices, and several integrated collision warning systems.
Each driver used a vehicle for a total of 40 days – 12 days
baseline period with IVBSS switched off followed by 28 days
with IVBSS activated. Since our objective was to develop a
prediction model for human driving behavior, we used the
12 days baseline unsupervised driving data. In total, the 107
drivers made 1,822 left turns (One driver removed because
he or she only made one left turn). Each driver took on av-
erage of 35 turns, with a range of 8 to 139 turns per driver.
This suggests that riBART could potentially improve the
prediction performance of our model compared to BART,
while simultaneously producing an estimate of a driver’s
tendency to stop before executing a left turn.

5.2 Data preparation

A detailed description of how we determined and pre-
pared our dataset for analysis using riBART can be found
in the Appendix. We provide a brief description in the fol-
lowing paragraphs to aid discussion.

We begin by extracting both the speed of the vehicle (in
m/s) and the distance traveled (in m) at 10 millisecond in-
tervals starting from 100 meters away from the center of

an intersection. To obtain a practical prediction model, we
converted the time series of vehicle speeds to a distance se-
ries to provide a distance-varying definition for our binary
outcomes of whether a vehicle would stop before executing
a left turn in the future. Our outcome was whether a vehicle
would eventually stop before executing a left turn, estimated
repeatedly at 1 meter intervals before the intersection. We
defined Yikd = 1 for the vehicle that would stop eventually
before executing a left turn where d is the dth meter from the
center of an intersection and i indexes the turns for driver
k, i = 1, . . . , nk. For the vehicles that would not stop be-
fore executing a left turn, we defined them as Yikd = 0. For
example, if the vehicle’s current location is -45 meters, the
outcome is whether the vehicle will stop between -44 and -1
meter. If a vehicle stops and restarts, the outcome is reset: a
vehicle that stops at -40 meters and then proceeds through
the intersection will have an outcome of 1 (stopping) from
-94 to -40 meters, and 0 (not stopping) from -39 to -1 meters.

Figure 3 shows the resulting profile of proportion of stops
from -100 meters to the center of the intersection (0 meters).
We can see that majority (about 65%) of the left turns did
not stop before executing a left turn. At -100m, about 35%
of the vehicles would stop before executing a left turn. As
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Table 2. Simulation results for binary correlated outcomes.
Bias and coverage of

∑m
j=1 g(Xk, Tj ,Mj) + ak (g(x) + ak)

for BART, riBART, fixed effects BART, and multiple linear
logistic regression (MLLR)

Scenario 5: binary, nk = 5, K = 50, τ = 1

g(x) + ak

Bias RMSE Coverage (%) AIL∗

BART 0.02 0.09 73.01 2.12
riBART 0.01 0.10 93.31 2.61
Fixed effects BART 0.03 0.09 62.77 1.61
MLLR < 0.01 0.11 43.13 1.37

Scenario 6: binary, nk = 20, K = 100, τ = 1

g(x) + ak

Bias RMSE Coverage (%) AIL

BART 0.02 0.04 52.35 1.40
riBART < 0.01 0.03 94.56 1.62
Fixed effects BART 0.02 0.04 53.60 1.08
MLLR -0.01 0.04 32.54 1.01

Scenario 7: binary, nk = 5, K = 50, τ = 0.5

g(x) + ak

Bias RMSE Coverage (%) AIL

BART < 0.01 0.08 92.51 2.13
riBART < 0.01 0.08 95.32 2.22
Fixed effects BART 0.01 0.08 84.27 1.63
MLLR -0.02 0.11 62.14 1.53

Scenario 8: binary, nk = 20, K = 100, τ = 0.5

g(x) + ak

Bias RMSE Coverage (%) AIL

BART < 0.01 0.03 80.72 1.42
riBART < 0.01 0.03 94.81 1.40
Fixed effects BART 0.01 0.03 78.53 1.05
MLLR -0.02 0.05 51.40 1.18

*AIL = Average interval length.

vehicles approach the center of an intersection, the propor-
tion of vehicles that eventually stop decreases gradually un-
til about -25m. Beyond -25m, there was a quick drop in the
proportion of vehicles that stop suggesting that most vehi-
cles ‘decide’ to stop about 25m away from the center of an
intersection.

At any given distance, we could use the full profile of a
vehicle’s past speeds as the predictors, but these speeds may
contain irrelevant information. Thus, we employed Principal
Components Analysis (PCA) to summarize the distance se-
ries of vehicle speeds. A detailed description of our decision
to use PCA can be found in [23]. In brief, we found that
the principal components (PCs) of vehicle speed provided
us with much more information than just dimension reduc-
tion. The first three PC loadings were fairly similar meter by
meter as the vehicle approaches the center of an intersection.
In addition, these PCs seemed fairly interpretable as first,
second, and third derivatives of the vehicle’s location rela-
tive to the center of the intersection. The first PC could be
loosely interpreted as average speed, second PC as accelera-
tion, and third PC as jerk, change in acceleration. We only

Figure 3. Proportion of vehicles in our study that would be
stopped ( ≤ 1m/s) at some future point for each meter away

from the center of an intersection.

included the first two PCs as our predictors because the first
two PC scores explained more than 99% of the variation in
vehicle speed at all distances (See Figure 4). In addition, we
found that adding PC scores beyond these did not produce
a large improvement in prediction (See Figure 5).

To decide on our preliminary prediction method, we com-
pared the AUC performance of the following models: logis-
tic regression with polynomial transformation on the pre-
dictors, logistic regression with splines for the predictors,
BART, and SuperLearner [24] with elastic net [25], logis-
tic regression, K-Nearest Neighbor [26], generalized addi-
tive models [5], mean of the outcomes, and BART as the
ensemble learners (results not shown here). BART easily
outperformed all of the approaches with respect to AUC ex-
cept the SuperLearner. For the SuperLearner, it sometimes
somewhat outperformed BART at a far distance from the
intersection but as the vehicle approaches the intersection,
SuperLearner stabilized at or a little below BART. Given
the unstable AUC performance of the SuperLearner, we fo-
cused our attention on extending BART to account for the
clustering in our dataset.

Incorporating information from further distances into the
estimation of the PCs might also introduce noise to our two
PC predictors. Hence, we estimated 8 sets of the first and
second PCs from the moving window of vehicle speeds with
lengths 3 meters, 4 meters, . . ., 10 meters. We then com-
puted the 10-fold cross validation AUC profile produced by
each set with the first and second PCs as the predictor and
BART as the model. We finally compared these 8 different
AUC profiles and found that a window length of 6 meters
gave us the best balance between AUC value and window
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Figure 4. Principal Component loadings for the first and
second PC from -95m to -90m, -70m to -65m, -45m to -40m,
and -20m to -15m (left to right). The percentages indicate

the proportion of variation explained by each PC.

Figure 5. Comparing the Area Under the receiver operating
characteristic Curve (AUC) profile gains of including each
Principal Component (PC) in the logistic regression model.

length. The result of this comparison can be found in Figure
6 of [23].

Finally, we included a categorical predictor, the number
of times the vehicle has stopped up to the current location,

Table 3. Example of resulting matrix for our IVBSS study
dataset

d k i Xikd1 Xikd2 Xikd3

1 1 1 x x x
...

...
...

...
...

...
1 1 n1 x x x
1 2 1 x x x
...

...
...

...
...

...
1 2 n2 x x x
...

...
...

...
...

...
1 107 n107 x x x
2 1 1 x x x
...

...
...

...
...

...
2 1 n1 x x x
...

...
...

...
...

...
94 107 n107 x x x

to adjust for the likely correlation within each turn. The
categories for this predictor were: for -94m to -64m, 0 or
≥ 1; for -63m to -20m, 0, 1, or ≥ 2; and for -19m to -1m,
0, 1, 2, or ≥ 3. Table 3 illustrates the resulting data matrix
before analysis.

5.3 Analysis

We fit riBART with a random effect at the driver level
which incorporates within-driver correlation to our dataset.
Because we fit riBART meter-by-meter, a slight clarification
in notation of the riBART is needed. We model P (Yikd =
1|Xikd) as

P (Yikd = 1|Xikd) = Φ[G(Xikd],

where Xikd = (Xikd1, Xikd2, Xikd3)
T , k = 1, . . . ,K indexes

the drivers, i indexes the turns for driver k, i = 1, . . . , nk,
and d = −94, . . . ,−1 indexes the distance from the center
of an intersection. The riBART model is then

(10) G(Xikd) =

m∑
j=1

g(Xikd, Tjd,Mjd) + akd,

where akd ∼ N(0, τ2d ). Note that we are estimating each
model at distance d separately and assuming that there is a
different random intercept for each driver at each d.

For comparison, we also ran BART, which ignores within-
driver correlation; fixed effects BART, which ignores within-
driver correlation but adjusts for the driver effect in the
model; a random intercept linear logistic regression (riLo-
gistic), which incorporates within-driver correlation but ig-
nores non-linearity and complex interactions; and MLLR,
which ignores within-driver correlation, non-linearity, and
complex interactions. It may have been more straight for-
ward to use polynomial or splines of our first two PCs
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together with a random intercept to obtain a model that
handles non-linearity and driver correlations. Unfortunately,
even simple models with a quadratic main effect or a single
knot spline at the mean or median produced convergence
errors for the random intercept GLM model. Hence, we did
not include them as competitors against riBART. We ob-
tained the linear logistic regression using the glm function
in R while the random intercept linear logistic regressions
were obtained using the glmer function from the R package
lme4. We compared the in-sample AUC of the six methods
and computed the 95% CI of the AUCs using the method of
[27], which uses a linear approximation of the AUC to the
Somer’s D statistic to obtain an estimate of the variance of
AUC. In addition, we investigated the proportion of depth
of the 200 regression trees over 5,000 iterations for each me-
ter as well as the marginal effects of each main effects and
interaction to explore the additional features provided by
riBART.

5.4 Results

Figure 6 shows (a) the the estimated intra-class correla-

tion (ICC, τ2

τ2+1 ) profile; (b) the AUC profiles of riBART,
BART, fixed effects BART, riLogistic, and MLLR; and (c)
the AUC profile difference between riBART versus BART,
riBART versus fixed effects BART, riBART versus riLogis-
tic, and riBART versus MLLR.

The posterior mean profile of ICC was small, between
about 0.12 and 0.15, and fairly stable as the vehicle ap-
proaches the center of an intersection. This suggests firstly
that the variance parameter, τ , for the random intercept,
ak, is small for left turn stops and secondly that as the ve-
hicle approaches the center of the intersection, the effect of
individual ‘habits’ of the driver remained relatively stable
throughout the left turn maneuver. For the AUC profile,
we see evidence that riBART performed better than BART,
fixed effects BART, riLogistic, and MLLR. The difference in
AUC profile between riBART versus BART, riBART versus
fixed effects BART, riBART versus riLogistic, and riBART
versus MLLR remained negative throughout the left turn
maneuver suggesting the superior prediction performance
of riBART to the other prediction methods we considered.

At 94m away from the center of intersection, riBART
produced an AUC estimate of 0.79 [95% C.I. (0.77, 0.81)].
Comparatively, fixed effects BART produced an AUC of
0.76 (0.74, 0.78), BART produced an AUC of 0.74 (0.71,
0.76), riLogistic produced an AUC of 0.73 (0.70, 0.75), and
MLLR produced an AUC of 0.64 (0.61, 0.66). In situations
where last-second decisions are needed for example, Auto-
matic Emergency Braking, an AUC of 0.79 would not be
enough. However, the application that we envision for our
algorithm is to provide further information to an oncom-
ing driverless vehicle and help it make better decisions in
conjunction with its own sensor-based algorithms. As such,
almost any AUC value greater than 0.50 should improve the

decision made by the driverless vehicle. Most likely, a driver-
less vehicle would use this information to adjust its own
speed (up or down) so that any potential conflict between
it and the human-driven turning vehicle is less ambiguous
(e.g., speeding up to pass before the turning vehicle would
turn or slowing down to let the turning vehicle go).

Figure 7 shows the proportion of depth of each regression
tree meter by meter from -94m away from the center of an
intersection to -1m away from the center of an intersection.
About 90% of the regression trees employed by riBART were
single terminal nodes for every meter, 9% were trees with
one internal node with two child terminal nodes, and the
rest, about 1%, had regression tree depths of more than 1.
This suggests a rather strong penalization effect for the tree
structure depth which was what the BART portion of riB-
ART was aiming for. We also investigated the frequency of
each main and interaction effect being used by each regres-
sion tree to give us a sense of which main or interaction effect
was most used, hence an indication of effect importance (re-
sults not shown here). We found that the main effects were
most frequently used (excluding single terminal node trees)
followed by the two-way interactions and lastly the three-
way interaction. These results suggest that the two most
important variables could be the first two PCs.

Figure 8 shows the smoothed marginal effect plots of all
the main effects at -45m (approximately halfway through
the left turn). The clear non-linearity of the main effects
and the reduced use of the interactions by riBART suggests
that the substantial improvement provided by riBART over
random intercept linear logistic regression came from the
non-linear effects. Since PC1 can be loosely interpreted as
the average speed, plot (a) suggest that at -45m, a higher
average speed suggests a lower probability of stopping with
a sharp decline in the probability when the average speed in-
creases to around 12-13 m/s. As the average speed increases
to about 17-18 m/s, the probability of stopping increases
again. Smoothed marginal effect plots for PC1 from -94m
to -1m can be found in the supplementary materials avail-
able online.

For PC2, since it could be loosely defined as the accel-
eration of the vehicle, plot (b) suggests that negative ac-
celeration produces a higher probability of stopping while
positive acceleration produces a lower probability of stop-
ping halfway through the left turn maneuver. This result
continues as the vehicle approaches the center of an inter-
section. The smoothed marginal effect plots for PC2 from
-94m to -1m can be found in the supplementary materials
available online. Note that for PC2, the PC loadings some-
times suggest deceleration instead of acceleration i.e. the
slope for PC2 in Figure 4 is negative instead of positive.
We have placed a condition (multiplying the loadings by
-1 whenever this occurs) in our implementation to ensure
that the heuristic interpretation of PC2 will always stay as
acceleration.

Plot (c) shows the boxplot of the predicted probability
of stopping stratified by the number of times a vehicle has
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Figure 6. (a) The intra-class correlation (ICC) profile of riBART as a factor of distance from the intersection; (b) Area under
the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) profile of riBART, BART, and random intercept logistic regression (dotted
lines are 95% Credible Interval); and (c) AUC difference profile between riBART versus BART and riBART versus random

intercept linear logistic regression.

stopped previously before -45m. From the stratified box-
plots, we can see that as the number of times the vehicle
has stopped previously increases, the vehicle is slightly more
likely to be predicted to stop before executing a left turn.

In summary, Figure 8 suggests that vehicles with lower
average speed, and/or slowing down quickly, and/or have

stopped multiple times previously would be more likely to
stop compared to vehicles with higher average speed, ac-
celerating, and has not made a previous stop. This agrees
with our understanding of how a vehicle would stop at an
intersection before executing a left turn and suggests that
riBART is producing sensible results.
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Figure 7. Proportion of depth of regression tree meter by
meter.

6. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we developed a model, riBART, to help
engineers developing self-driving vehicles predict whether
a human-driven vehicle would stop at an intersection be-
fore executing a left turn. We achieved this by utilizing the
model that did well in our preliminary analysis, BART, and
extending it to account for the key feature in our dataset,
clustered observations. Although existing methods extend-
ing BART to longitudinal datasets were available, our ap-
proach was more straight-forward and can be implemented
on correlated binary outcomes. We have also provided codes
that would implement riBART in our supplementary mate-
rials available online. Our codes could be used to explore
some of the properties and features that riBART provided
over the random intercept linear logistic regression. These
results could help the researcher make sense of the marginal
effects provided by each variable estimated using riBART.

Applying riBART to our dataset, substantial improve-
ment in prediction compared to BART can be obtained
when we take into account that different drivers have dif-
ferent ‘propensities to stop’ before executing a left turn at
an intersection; that is, the inclusion of a random intercept
improves prediction performance for our dataset compared
to a model without a random intercept. This implies that
future development of an operational algorithm should try
to accommodate the similarities of stopping behavior for a
given human driver through a learning algorithm. For exam-
ple, devices that are able to transmit information about a
driver’s propensity to stop could be installed on vehicles to
improve the decision-making performance of the self driving
vehicle.

To elaborate, we are assuming that this method would
be used to create a prediction profile that would be broad-
cast to autonomous vehicles, thus utilizing all of the avail-
able information on the turning behavior both across and
within vehicles. For a new vehicle, we could treat the pos-
terior means of the random intercepts in our dataset as a
“quasi” distribution for the random intercept of the unseen
driver. Alternatively, we could draw an initial random inter-
cept distribution using the posterior distribution of the ran-
dom intercept variance parameter. Once this driver makes
a turn, their random intercept can be estimated and up-
dated.

In our simulation study, we found that the 95% cover-
age for σ was reduced when the number of clusters and the
number of observations within a cluster was large (nk = 20,
K = 100). The likely cause for the poor coverage is due
to low variation in the posterior draw of σ resulting in re-
duced average 95% credible interval length. We believe this
low variation in σ is due to the regression trees in BART
getting stuck at certain tree structures. This phenomenon
of regression trees getting stuck at certain tree structures
has been discussed by [28] previously. The difference here is
that [28] only reported observing regression trees being stuck
when the true σ is small for regression trees. We argue that
regression trees might also get stuck when the effective sam-
ple size, N , is large. This is because with a large N , deeper
trees tend to produce a better fit for Rkj in Eq. (3). How-
ever, when a regression tree gets deep, the standard grow,
prune, change, and swap steps will have trouble proposing
new trees with radically different tree structures. This lack
of radically different tree structures implies reduced vari-
ability in the tree structures, which is indirectly reflected by
the lack of variation in σ.

This issue is separate from the development of BART in
the correlated data context, and indeed would occur even
when observations are independent. We illustrate this with
an example using BART implemented via the BayesTree
package in R. We generated Yk = 10 sin(πXk1Xk2) +

20(Xk3 − 0.5)2 + 10Xk4 + 5Xk5 + εk with Xkq
i.i.d.∼

Uniform(0, 1), q = 1, . . . , 5 and εik
i.i.d.∼ N(0, 1). We then ran

200 simulations with σ = 1 and a sample size of 2,000. The
resulting bias, RMSE, 95% coverage, and AIL for σ were -
0.04, 0.04, 79%, and 0.09 respectively. We observe once again
that although bias and RMSE were small, the 95% coverage
for σ was far from nominal because the AIL was small. We
think that this issue of a lack in variation of σ when the
sample size is large could be solved by either increasing the
number of regression trees used, re-calibrating the α and β
parameters used to penalize each regression tree, or to in-
clude the rotate step proposed by [28] in the proposal of a
new regression tree in the MH algorithm of BART. As in-
ference about σ is not the key focus of this paper, we leave
investigation of this problem with BART to future work.

Although our analysis of left turn data found that the
first two PCs appeared to be the most important predictors
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Figure 8. Smoothed (a) marginal effect of PC1 (b) marginal effect of PC2; and (c) boxplots of the predicted probability of
stopping stratified by the number of times a vehicle has stopped previously. Dotted red lines show smoothed 95% credible

interval.

based on the frequency of the trees drawn, caution should be
exercised when using riBART to decide whether a variable
was important. This is because of the default discrete uni-
form prior we placed on the variables which forces the model

to use the variables uniformly for prediction. If variable se-
lection is desired, spike and slab priors could be considered
but such an implementation would go beyond the scope of
this work.
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Our proposed model only included a random intercept
but, there may be situations where the researcher believes
that there may be more complicated linear random ef-
fect mechanisms occurring. In our application, estimating
a “turn-level” random effect nested within the driver-level
random effect is possible. Eq. (10) could be modified to be-
come

G(Xikd) =
m∑
j=1

g(Xikd, Tjd,Mjd) + akd + lik,

where akd ∼ N(0, τ2d ), lik ∼ N(0, τ2), and akd⊥lik. To es-
timate this model, we would employ once again a Gibbs-
like sampling by drawing τ or lik conditional on the rest
of the parameters and the observed data. By estimating τ
and comparing it with τd, we could determine if we require
additional variables to account for the dependencies in our
outcome. This is because if τ was much larger compared to
τd, this suggests that not all of the variation is captured
by the driver level random intercept and there is still some
variation left at the turn level. However, such a model is not
practical for our prediction situation. This is because the es-
timated turn-level effect would only be useful for prediction
for that turn – but once that turn is completed, we have
no interest in predicting it. Other plausible areas for future
research include extending BART and riBART to outcomes
of other forms, for example, ordinal outcomes or counts.

APPENDIX A

Our original data contains the time series of speed for the
vehicle every 10 milliseconds starting from 100 meters away
from the center of an intersection. We rescale the original
time series predictors to measure distance-series of vehicle
speed from the intersection because, in a turn that is not
complete, only the distance from the intersection will be
known in advance. We recorded the distance series at every
single meter i.e. d = −100, . . . ,−1 where 0 is the center of
an intersection and -100 is 100 meters from the center of
an intersection. To determine the vehicle speed at a certain
meter, we searched for the vehicle speed recorded that was
closet to the meter mark. In the situation where more than
one speed sample point was closest to the meter, we took
their average as the speed at that meter.

Because vehicles can stop and restart before reaching the
center of the intersection, we define “stopping” as a distance-
varying outcome. Let i = 1, . . . , nk index the ith turn made
by the kth driver where k = 1, . . . ,K index the driver. Let
sikd be the distance series of vehicle speed and yikd be the
distance-varying outcome (1=stopped in future, 0=will not
stop in future). We defined yikd as follows:

1. If sikd > 1m/s∀ d = −100, . . . ,−1, then set yikd = 0
for all d.

2. If sikd ≤ 1m/s for some d ∈ {−100, . . . ,−1}, let c ∈
{−100, . . . ,−1} be the index such that for every d > c,

sikd > 1m/s. We set yik,−100 = yik,−99 = . . . = yik,c =
1 and yik,c+1 = yik,c+2 = . . . = yik,−1 = 0.

Next, for every dth meter, we defined the moving window
of speeds as,

Mikd = {sik,d−w+1, sik,d−w+2, . . . , sikd}

where w is the size of the moving window. We the imple-
mented PCA on these Mikds to reduce the number of co-
variates in our prediction model. Before reduction, the co-
variates are s..,k−w+1, s..,k−w+2, . . . , s..d. We let

Md =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

s11,d−w+1 s11,d−w+2 . . . s11j
...

...
...

...
s1n1,j−w+1 s1n1,j−w+2 . . . s1n1j

...
...

...
...

sKnK ,j−w+1 sKnK ,j−w+2 . . . sKnKj

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

and

u(d) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

ud−w+1

ud−w+2

...
ud

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

whereMd is the matrix of moving windows with the first row
being M11d, n

th
1 row being M1n1d,. . ., and the last row being

MKnKd. There are w (number of columns in Md) orthogo-
nal vectors u(d) that decompose the variance of Md into w
parts under the condition that for each u(d), ||u(d)|| = 1.
To obtain the w decomposed variances, we used the formula:
PCd = V ar[Mdu(d)]. If we let PCd(q) be the ordered statis-
tic where q = 1, . . . , w and u(d)(q) be the ordered vector cor-
responding to PCd(q), then the first PC isXd1 = Mdu(d)(w),
the second PC is Xd2 = Mdu(d)(w−1), and so on.

We used the first two PCs in our analysis for reasons
already covered in our main paper. We then added a third
predictor, the number of stops made by the vehicle until
distance d to obtain Table 3.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
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document format (pdf) file (http://intlpress.com/site/
pub/files/ supp/SII-2018-11-4-s1.zip). “Codes” contain the
codes we used, the pdf file “Posterior distributions” contain
the derivations of the conditional draws for the BART and
riBART MCMC algorithm, and the “Results” folder con-
tains the marginal effect plots.
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